
Muir of Ord Hall & Facilities Company 
 

Minutes – Thursday 3rd November 2016 
 

7.30pm – Muir Matters office 
 

Present: Stephen Pennington (chair), Liz Galashan, Jem Taylor, Mike Atkinson, Gary Tuach, David             
Cameron (directors), Nina Graham (company development manager), Hannah MacSween         
(community development manager) 
 
1. Apologies and Declarations of Interest 

Apologies from Tom Inglis.  
 
No Declarations of Interest. 

 
2. Approval of Minutes of 6 October 2016 

Liz approved and Jem seconded the Minutes. Liz’s amendment to the Minutes was accepted              
and included in the final version. 

 
3. Matters arising from Minutes of 6 October 2016 

There was a discussion around the funding of the part-time roles which are based on income                
generation. David suggested approaching the BLF to use any shortfall in the contingency fund              
that can be applied to the project rather than capital costs, if needed. 

 
Liz highlighted the need for Quickbooks to be adopted as quickly as possible to allow allocation                
of costs to budget headings. David has begun testing Quickbooks using the figures from last               
year’s accounts for a realistic sample. 

 
Stephen read out Tom’s explanation of funding for the extension to the project manager’s              
(Jackie Wright’s) contract which he had sent by email.  

 
Mike emailed a representative of one of the hall hirers about a long-standing unpaid invoice.               
Since there had been no response, Mike sent another email during the course of the meeting. 

 
Theresa Matheson has signed a letter of agreement to accept the piano on a loan               
arrangement. 

 
The £130 Hallmaster charge was confirmed as a one-off set up fee. 

 
Di Agnew, Ward Manager, will advise Hannah on the logo to use to display on the Muir Hub. 

 
The Public Liability Insurance covers young people in and out with the company buildings. 

 
Nina and Hannah have offered to help Moira Chalmers if she needs any assistance with the                
senior Citizens’ Christmas Party at The Priory on Tuesday 6 December. 

  
4. The Muir Hub (Tom) 

 
 



In Tom’s absence, the discussion was limited to the renewed date of 9 January 2017 for                
handover of the building. This will allow a week’s preparation before a ‘soft’ opening before               
the planned official opening week beginning 23 January 2017.  

 
The building is anticipated to be ready for a walk around on 12 December 2016 to allow time                  
for snagging before the handover date. 
 

5. Finance (David) 
Stephen raised his concerns that no progress had been made with completing the accounts              
and the need to submit them to HMRC well within the due date. David admitted to being                 
time-pressed to complete the accounts and Frances offered her help with data entry. 

 
Action 3 Nov 16/001 David committed to completing the accounts himself by end November              
2016. 
 
OSCR confirmed that an audit is required for income over £500,000. 
 
Action 3 Nov 16/002 Nina will source quotes for an auditor. 

 
The board agreed that a separate meeting was required to discuss the financial picture and the                
implications of the Hall running at a loss, up to and during its temporary closure for                
refurbishment. 
 
Action 3 Nov 16/003 David and Nina to meet on Wednesday 9 November 2016 at 12.30pm. 

 
6. Memorandum of Agreement (MoA) 

David emailed Isobel Grigor during the course of the meeting about signing of the MoA as it                 
stands. 

 
7. Company Development Manager’s report  

This was circulated ahead of the meeting and the following are extracts, updates and actions               
from the report. 
 

8. Village Hall 
 

Building Warrant drawings 
Gary advised that a Bill of Quantities would take him 3-4 weeks and was not necessary for                 
issuing the tender invitation. He had made a start on the drainage and electrical information               
for the draft Building Warrant drawings requested by David Blanchard (letter 17 Oct 16). It was                
suggested that if Gary was time-pressed, Fiona at SSE could be approached about drawing              
down funds to pay for a QS.  The board was supportive of this option.  

 
Action 3 Nov 16/004 Gary agreed to have the information required for Building Warrant ready               
in a week’s time. 

 
Font and colour scheme for signage (Tesco Bags of Help Award) 
The board instructed that the new signage should incorporate the village’s font style and              
colour scheme (maroon and gold) and its logo. 

 
 



 
Leak in roof 
The quotation from MacLeod Roofing was discussed and views expressed on the affordability             
of even the most essential repairs. The quotation included general maintenance, e.g. removing             
moss, as well as replacing slates. 

 
Action 3 Nov 16/005 Gary will speak with the supplier to negotiate a more affordable solution. 

 
Ward Discretionary Fund 
Di Agnew provided information about three separate funding applications. These are subject            
to change and should be made as a matter of urgency while funding is available: 
 
1) Village halls (running costs – max £1000 or 30%) 
2) Under £10,000 (transfer switch for portable generator from SSE) 
3) Over £10,000 (proposed kitchen extension – construction works) 
 
Action 3 Nov 16/006 Nina to make these applications as a matter of priority. Note – 1) apply                  
for max £1000. 

 
9. Governance  

 
Strategic organisational review 
Rory Dutton confirmed that he is available on Tuesday 29 November 2016 to facilitate the               
review.  It will take place between 2 and 9pm.  Five directors have confirmed attendance. 

 
Action 3 Nov 16/007 Nina to arrange a venue and catering. 

 
Workplace pension scheme 
The Pension Regulator sent written confirmation of the staging date of 1 November 2017. 

 
Action 3 Nov 16/008 Board to notify the contact person’s details to The Pensions Regulator by                
1 January 2017. 

 
Revised Terms & Conditions (T&Cs) 
These were circulated to the board in advance of the meeting.  
 
Action 3 Nov 16/009 Nina and Liz to review the T&Cs to make the terminology consistent. 

 
Action 3 Nov 16/010 Nina to find out more about PRS for music for the board to make a                   
decision on payment.  

 
10. Community Development Manager’s report 

Hannah’s report was circulated ahead of the meeting and the following are points that Hannah               
highlighted there.  
 
Hannah thanked Mike for making the Hub address live which will make it easier to order lines.                 
The contractor is discussing lines with BT and will email written version of what needs to be                 
ordered by the end of the week (4 Nov 16). 

 
 



 
Action 3 Nov 16/011 Hannah to progress BT order 
 
Liz and Hannah commented that the recruitment for the part time administrator and caretaker              
post was successful with a high calibre of candidates. Offers of employment have been made               
subject to references. 
 
Hannah stressed the difficulty in recruiting volunteers so near to Christmas for admin and meet               
& greet roles at the Hub. She recommended a volunteer recruitment plan, using the Hub               
opening as a promotional tool for these roles to which the board agreed. 
 
Hannah commented on a successful meeting with Ben Murray from Calman Trust (CT) who are               
agreeable to the new handover date for the Hub. A joint meeting between CT and Bad Girl                 
Bakery (BGB) will take place to foster good working relationships. CT are about to recruit staff                
for the Hub café and this will be advertised locally. 
 
Action 3 Nov 16/012 Hannah to arrange a joint meeting with CT and BGB 
 
Action 3 Nov 16/013 Hannah to advertise CT roles when recruitment information is ready 
 
Jem commented on the price for the leaflets and whether it would be worthwhile getting               
another 500 to use after the opening. This leaflet would be used pre-opening to describe the                
venue and then edited with photos of the rooms once the building is complete. 
 
Hannah highlighted the success of the Youth Art Hub sessions and informed directors that              
some of the art work would be displayed at the Art Group’s exhibition on the 12th and 13th of                   
November 2016. 
 
Hannah asked all directors to promote the Co-op’s voting scheme and encourage others to              
choose us as their nominated charity. 
 
Action 3 Nov 16/014 All directors to promote Co-op fund 

 
11. Asset transfer from the Community Association 

See Action 6 Oct 16/026 Stephen to contact Macleod and MacCallum, the solicitors, for an               
appointment with him and Jem. 

 
12. Any other business 

None 
 
13. Date of next meeting 

Thursday 1st December 2016 at 7.30pm at Muir Matters 
 

 
 


